
So ware that allow you to connue 
using the devices already in use by the 
instute and hardware that allow you 
to lower the TCO or avoid investments 

in new devices.

Hardware that allow you to save energy 
because they consume less than PCs and 
so ware that allow you to schedule the 
acvies for turning on and off the 

endpoints.

A management console that allows you 
to differenate the access to the 
workstaons even in the case of

very different uses.

So ware that make it possible to 
differenate the digital resources 
offered and a graphic interface based 
on the user who accesses, the type
of course and the needs that

this requires.

So ware and hardware that don’t 
allow users to write on the disk or to 
use unauthorized peripherals, so as to 
grant workstaons that are always 
clean and secure at every access.

A centralized management console 
with controlled access levels, 

protected and manageable devices 
such as thin clients and so ware that 
allow differenated authencaon 
policies also with mulple factors.

So ware that allow each user to 
access their resources regardless of 
locaon and a complete system that 
helps manage devices in remote offices 
without having to define any VPN.

So ware that support the open-source 
tools used by the instute and that 
allow for the customizaon of the 
interface and user access mode.

So ware with intuive and controlled 
interfaces for accessing local and 
remote applicaons where only the 
administrator can make changes or 
installaons, avoiding any tampering.

Ecological and
low consumption endpoints

Distributed endpoints and
with heterogeneous uses

Block of disk writing
and unauthorized peripherals

Accesses and
profiles diversification

Maximum security
of the workstations

Heterogeneous distribution

even across multiple locations

Workstations at
reduced costs

Enhancing the digitalization

of the Education sector with Praim solutions

Simplified interface
and block of applications

Open-source software
and customizations


